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ABSTRACT
This report assesses stabilization issues concerning mixed
plutonium-uranium oxides containing <50 wt % Pu. It recommends
that these materials be stored under a revision to DOE-STD-301396 “Criteria for Preparing and Packaging Plutonium Metals and
Oxides for Long-Term Storage,” which addresses long-term storage
of materials >50 mass ?to Pu. Possible consequences of uranium
substitution on thermal stabilization, specific surface areas,
moisture readsorption behavior, loss-on-ignition analysis, and
criticality safety of the oxide are examined and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Department

of Energy (DOE) plutonium storage standard, “Criteria

and Packaging

Plutonium

STD-3013-96)

Metals and Oxides for Long-Term

applies to storage of plutonium-bearing

for Preparing

Storage,”

(DOE-

metals and oxides containing at

least 50 mass % Pu. 1 However, certain materials that do not satisfy this purity
requirement may be suitable for storage according to the criteriaofDOE-STD-3013.

This

assessment addresses issues that should be considered if mixed plutonium-uranium
oxides (MOX) with less than 50 mass % Pu are to be included in DOE-STD-3013.
Appropriate consideration
DOE-STD-3013

of this possibility is merited. An ability to store MOX under

eliminates the need to separate the plutonium oxides from the uranium

oxides or to treat those materials as residues, If a reactor is selected for plutonium
disposition, much of the existing MOX can be easily recycled in the process of fuel
fabrication.
This report examines the possible consequences of substituting uranium oxide for
plutonium oxide on thermal stabilization, specific surface area, moisture readsorption
behavior, loss-on-ignition

(LOI) analysis, and criticality safety of the oxide.
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BACKGROUND
The MOX materials considered for inclusioninDOE-STD-3013

are compounds and/or

mixtures containing both plutonium and uranium in oxide forms. These materials exist at
several DOE facilities and were typically prepared for use as fuels in reactor development
programs but were never irradiated. For example, Hanford has the largest MOX holdings,
comprising 5.2 metric’tons and containing about 0.56 metric tons of Pu. Approximately
45% of the Hanford inventory is in the form of sealed fuel pins and assemblies. The
remaining material exists in forms that range from powders to unsintered (green) and
finished pellets, Powders and unsintered pellets may contain organic binders and other
hydrogenous

materials. The uranium component maybe either natural, depleted, or

enriched. Plutonium concentrations vary from a few mass percent up to
25–35 mass %.
Thermal Stabilization
Thermal stabilization of plutonium oxide by firing the oxide in air is required for
removing adsorbed species and organic residues. For plutonium dioxide, PU02, the
resorption

process is complete at 950”C 2 and oxidation of organic materials to volatile

species undoubtedly occurs at lower temperatures. Because of the chemical similarities of
plutonium and uranium, the thermal behavior of adsorbates and residues on MOX is
expected to closely parallel the thermal behavior of adsorbates and residues on PU02.
Different chemical properties are observed for plutonium oxide, uranium oxide, and
MOX during thermal stabilization.3 Whereas the dioxide, pUOV fo~s
oxide is fired in air, uranium dioxide oxidizes readily to

‘3°8

during

when PIutonium
heating.

OxYgen to

metal ratios greater than 2:1 are consistently observed when mixed oxides are fired in air,
but the MOX stoichiometry

varies with plutonium percentage, temperature, and type of

atmosphere. Therefore, using gravimetric data from the oxidation process to define MOX
composition

is considered difficult.

The behavior of MOX under reducing conditions is also unpredictable.3 Uranium oxide is
readily reduced to uranium dioxide, U02.M, when heated in a 69?0 H2–94~0

N2 atmosphere

at 750”C. However, similar treatment of mixed oxides does not necessarily reduce MOX
to

(u,Pu)02.m.
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Specific Surface Area
The specific surface area of MOX progressively decreases as the firing temperature is
increased.3 Data were obtained after oxides were heated for 1.3 h under reducing (6% Hz)
conditions. Surface areas for all MOX compositions

in the 5–35 mass % Pu range are

about 10 m2/g after firing at 650°C and consistently reach 5 m2/g as the firing temperature
approaches 900”C.
The effect of MOX composition on its specific surface area is uncertain. Data for mixed
oxides heated under H2 at temperatures between 625°C and 875°C show that surface
areas decrease about 30% as the Pu content is increased from 5 mass 70 to 35 mass 70.3
However, results of measurements on coprecipitated MOX heated under similar
conditions at 740°C indicate that the specific surface area increases by a factor of 2 when
the Pu content is increased from 5 mass YOto 20 mass 90.4
Data on surface%rea behavior of MOX during heating in air are apparently not available.
Because the surface area of MOX fired under reducing conditions at 625–875°C3 exhibits
temperature dependence closely parallel to the temperature dependence of PuOZ fired
over that temperature range,2 the effect of atmosphere on sintering behavior is probably
small.
Moisture Readsorption

A recent study shows that air-fired MOX readsorbs a small amount of moisture during
exposure to the atmosphere.5 The mass increase of MOX (35 mass % Pu) fired at 750”C
for 3 h stabilized at 0.1 % after exposure to glovebox air of unspecified humidity for
9 days. Observed fluctuations in the mass are attributed to weather changes. However,
data show that the mass increased steadily over the first 3 days and then became
essentially constant at a value ofO.149Z0+0.01 Yo.These results suggest that MOX
adsorbs moisture relatively slowly, but additional data are needed to adequately define
kinetic behavior.
The readsorption result for air-fired MOX5 corresponds closely with observations
fired PU02P3Data show that the oxide with 35 mass
approximately

910 Pu

has a surface area of

7 m2/g after firing at 750”C for 3 h.s If the adsorption characteristics
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for air-

of

MOX and PU02 surfaces are comparable, an equilibrium moisture loading of
0.3 N. 1 mg/m2 is expected for the 5–50% relative humidity range at 25”C.2 On the basis
of these data, the equilibrium mass increase calculated for the MOX composition

used by

Karrakers is 0.21%+ 0.07%, a result that agrees remarkably well with the measured value
of 0.14 mass %. The close correspondence

of observed and calculated adsorption levels

implies that: (1) firing MOX at 750”C adequately removes surface adsorbates, (2) the
specific surface area of MOX after firing at 750°C is relatively low (5–10 m2/g), (3) the
equilibrium concentration
concentration

of adsorbed water on MOX is similar to the equilibrium

of adsorbed water on PU02 for a broad humidity range, and (4) the

maximum extent of moisture adsorption by fired MOX is small (approximately
0.1-0.2 mass %).
Loss-on-Ignition

Analysis

Difficulties in reliably measuring LOI values are to be anticipated because the oxygen to
metal ratio of MOX changes during firing in air. As outlined above efforts to drive mixed
oxides to either a fully oxidized or fully reduced state have not been successful.~ The
situation is further complicated because the oxygen to metal ratio and the rate at which
the ratio changes are temperature-dependent

parameters.b Available equilibrium and

kinetic data are insufficient for predicting MOX stoichiometries

at conditions of interest.

Contrary to expectation, a successful LOI analysis of MOX is indicated by the results of
measurements

described by Karraker.5 A mixed oxide containing 35 mass % Pu was fired

for 3 h in air at 750”C prior to LOI analysis by heating at 900”C for 1 h. The mass
(1.468 g) of the LOI sample remained constant during analysis, suggesting that the mass
loss was <0.07%.
Although encouraging,

this LOI result may not be valid. If the resorption behavior of

MOX is similar to that of PU02, an LOI value of 0.15-0.20 mass % is to be expected on
the basis of a parallel test with PU02.5 LOI analysis of the as-received mixed oxide
showed a mass gain of 0.68%, a result consistent with an increase in the oxygen to metal
ratio during firing in air at 750°C. This behavior is also confirmed by results of x-ray
diffraction analysis showing that the single-phase mixed oxide was partially converted to
a mixed valence oxide, UJ08, during the firing step. Similar x-raY analYsis of the Product
after LOI analysis showed that the relative intensities of reflections from U~08 had
increased. This result suggests that additional Uq08 formed during firing at 900”C.
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Consequently,

the constant mass observed during LOI analysis may have resulted from a

fortuitous equality of mass loss and mass gain. Therefore, it is uncertain if LOI analysis is
suitable to certify MOX for storage and additional research is needed.
Criticality Safety
DOE-STD-3013-96

limits the amount of plutonium (5.0 kg of Pu) per oxide storage

package. This limit satisfies restrictions for all fissile isotopes of uranium. The respective
mass limits for water-reflected
5.0 kg? The corresponding

metal spheres of U233,U235,and PU239are 6.0, 20.1, and

mass limits for oxides are substantially higher. All uranium

isotopes may be treated on an equivalent basis with plutonium isotopes in criticality
assessments.

Use of this equivalence is highly conservative because only fissile uranium

isotopes (U233and U235)contribute to the potential for criticality. Most of the uranium
considered for storage will be natural, depleted, or of low enrichment.
CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Evaluation of technical data suggests that substitution of uranium oxide for plutonium
oxide does not detrimentally

alter the thermal stabilization behavior or long-term storage

behavior of those oxides. The resorption

and readsorption behavior of MOX and PU02

are essentially equivalent and criticality safety is not compromised.
size distributions

Although particle-

are not compared in this assessment, the risk of dispersing plutonium-

containing particles should not be appreciably altered by storing mixed oxides. The
suitability of MOX for storage is supported by extensive experience in the preparation
and storage of MOX fuel in commercial power generation.
Modification

of DOE-STD-3013

to include MOX requires that a minimum plutonium

content be established for storable mixed oxides. This limit is readily established by
practical considerations.

Inclusion of most existing MOX fuels is desirable.

A simple gravimetric LOI analysis may be inadequate to certify that MOX meets
stabilization

requirements.

Additional research and development work is needed before

this issue can be resolved.
This assessment leads to the following recommendations:
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.

That uranium be considered equivalent to plutonium inDOE-STD-3013.

The revised

criterion in 4. 1.A would require that a storable material have a minimum plutonium
plus uranium content of 50 mass % and state that uranium maybe considered
equivalent to plutonium if the plutonium content of the mixed oxide exceeds
3 mass % and requirements for material stability are satisfied.
.

That the accuracy of the LOI analysis be rigorously demonstrated. The section to be
added to DOE-STD-3013

on the subject of conditions for LOI analysis should specify

that a special requirement or an alternative procedure be used to certify the stability of
mixed plutonium or uranium oxides containing less than 50 mass % Pu.
Authorization

to store MOX should require that the adequacy of the LOI analysis (or

alternative procedure) be established by an independent technical review.
.

That existing pelletized oxides sealed in fuel elements be stored without disassembly
or oxide stabilization/certification.

This variation would be allowed provided: ( 1)

material stability can be established from documentation

of conditions used in pellet

fabrication, (2) the leak tightness of the sealed pin (first barrier) was demonstrated
during fabrication, and (3) qualified pins or elements are sealed in a second container
to satisfy the dual-barrier requirement ofDOE-STD-3013.

The second barrier may be

a shipping container (if it meets the performance requirements of a barrier) or a new
sealed and certified container. The revised DOE-STD-3013

should also specify that

pellets from documented and qualified pins may be downloaded without stabilization
into storage containers that comply with this standard.
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